
July 2022 Assembly Reflections, - Carol B., D6 Treasurer 

At the close of the meeting, Dawn, (Area Chairperson), noted that she will be calling 
DR’s for feedback on the meeting.  So I thought I would send along my thoughts.   

1.  I thought this was the best of the 3 assemblies I have attended.  Good things — 
reduced time frame, clear time limits that were adhered to for the most part, willingness 
to cut off discussion when questions were raised that were too complex or not relevant 
to this group, and focused reports that were brief and informative.  Tech team was much 
more ready for this meeting and did a good job.   

2.  Good work at AWSC in revising some of the offices and coordinators to combine 
positions.  Fewer open positions.  Treasurer and Secretary are finally filled, though not 
in a way that addresses long term problem of requirement to have been a DR.   And 
good work to vote to purchase hybrid equipment w/o bringing it to the assembly for a 
vote there.    

3.  Several items relayed by Joanne from WSO —  
A.  Global Electronic Area, (GEA), establishment have potential impact on District 6 
and our AFG’s.  GEA guidelines are incomplete.  I have the impression that at some 
point meetings that are electronic may have to choose to be permanently electronic 
and join the GEA rather than the district in which they reside.  We have 11 electronic 
meetings.  We need to keep them in District 6 to be viable.   
B.  WSO budget.  Joanne noted that WSO is running at a deficit.  While there was 
some interesting statistics about exactly what that means to WSO, I think the same 
can be said for District 6.  We have fewer groups than pre-pandemic.  Not all groups 
are contributing to the District 6 income.  We are all in that place of trying to decide 
what can return to pre-pandemic norms.   My personal feeling is that life will never 
be the same again and we all need to rethink the business function of al-anon.  
Change is inevitable.      

4.  Alateen functions and positions remain a problem.   

5.  Future meetings — there was a lack of interest from DR’s in hosting future AWSC 
and Assemblies in 2023.  And at the same time the Oregon Area has invested money in 
equipment for hosting hybrid meetings.  I trust this will all work out; it always seems to,  
Voting to submit a bid for Road Trip was a good idea; I think that could be a very 
interesting day should it come to Oregon.    

6.  My measuring stick is “how does this topic/meeting benefit my AFG and my 
District?”.  I felt there were more hits than misses at this meeting and I hope this focus 
and direction continues.   

Progress not perfection.   
Carol B, D6 Treasurer


